A critical step toward understanding autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is to identify both genetic and environmental risk factors. A number of rare copy number variants (CNVs) have emerged as robust genetic risk factors for ASD, but not all CNV carriers exhibit ASD and the severity of ASD symptoms varies among CNV carriers. Although evidence exists that various environmental factors modulate symptomatic severity, the precise mechanisms by which these factors determine the ultimate severity of ASD are still poorly understood. Here, using a mouse heterozygous for Tbx1 (a gene encoded in 22q11.2 CNV), we demonstrate that a genetically triggered neonatal phenotype in vocalization generates a negative environmental loop in pup-mother social communication. Wild-type pups used individually diverse sequences of simple and complicated call types, but heterozygous pups used individually invariable call sequences with less complicated call types. When played back, representative wild-type call sequences elicited maternal approach, but heterozygous call sequences were ineffective. When the representative wild-type call sequences were randomized, they were ineffective in eliciting vigorous maternal approach behavior. These data demonstrate that an ASD risk gene alters the neonatal call sequence of its carriers and this pup phenotype in turn diminishes maternal care through atypical social communication. Thus, an ASD risk gene induces, through atypical neonatal call sequences, less than optimal maternal care as a negative neonatal environmental factor. 
INTRODUCTION
Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is characterized by concurrent deficits in reciprocal social communication and interaction, as well as deficits in cognitive and behavioral flexibility. Clinical diagnosis of ASD can be made in children by 2 years of age. Identification of even earlier signs of ASD is critical as shown by the proven effectiveness of early intervention. [1] [2] [3] Infant behaviors such as decreased eye contact, atypical preverbal vocalizations and atypical development of other behaviors are prognostic of ASD even before formal ASD diagnosis. [4] [5] [6] Vocalization is a very early, primary means of social communication in that its expression in newborns signals the need for care. 7, 8 Early neonatal vocalization is thought to have an innate component, [9] [10] [11] as vocalization emitted by human infants and rodent pups occurs without auditory feedback. [12] [13] [14] [15] Compared with infants with intellectual disability or typically developing infants, cries in infants with incipient ASD are characterized by high-pitch, lower waveform modulation and rhythm, and more dysphonation; in turn, atypical cries of incipient ASD infants are more negatively perceived by mothers. 16, 17 It is, however, difficult to establish the causative role of atypical vocalizations as a genuinely functional component of ASD in humans, as they are embedded in many atypical features in the cognitive, motor and social domains. 18 When separated from dams, mouse pups also emit ultrasonic vocal calls, which elicit maternal approach. 19 Thus, genetic mouse models of ASD represent an alternative approach for elucidation of a causative role of early atypicalities in ASD.
Hemizygous deletion at human 22q11.2 is one of rare copy number variants that are robustly associated with ASD. 20 Up to 27% of hemizygous deletion carriers of chromosome 22q11.2 are diagnosed with ASD. 20, 21 TBX1 is a contributory gene among approximately 30 protein-coding genes in a commonly deleted 22q11.2 hemizygous region. 20 Several cases of TBX1 mutations are associated with ASD. [22] [23] [24] In mice, Tbx1 heterozygosity causes all symptomatic elements of ASD, including reduced levels of reciprocal social interaction, pup vocalizations and working memory capacity and heightened repetitive and anxiety-related behavioral traits. 25 However, while atypical pup calls have been described in this and many other genetic mouse models of ASD, 26 precise structural components critical for functional impact on maternal behavior have not been determined to date. We report here that normal pup vocalization has a distinct sequence structure and its atypicality in this genetic mouse model of ASD causes decreased maternal responses. Our data suggest that atypical pup vocal sequences induced by a genetic ASD risk factor negatively alter maternal care, which in turn acts as a negative environmental factor in social communication.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
We used vocal call data from a Tbx1 mouse model of ASD 25 to test the hypothesis that call type sequences have functional impacts on maternal approach. The sample size was determined by our previous demonstration to detect statistically significant differences. 19, 25 Pups that emitted no call during the test periods were excluded from analysis. After determining the call and sequence structures of the two genotypes using partial least square discriminant analysis, Shannon entropy analysis, Markov model and sparse partial least squares discriminant analysis, we evaluated their functional impact on maternal approach behaviors using our standard experimental paradigm and an emitter composed of a surface-heating thin film electrode, a nanocrystalline silicon (ns-Si) layer, and a singlecrystalline silicon wafer. 19 We measured the fidelity of sound reproduction from our sound emitter and calibrated sound before initiating experiments. The emitter reproduces pup calls with remarkably similarity in terms of amplitude, pitch and duration with a correlation coefficient of 0.96. 27 The genotypes of pups were blinded until structural and functional analyses were completed. All experimental procedures are detailed in Supplementary Information.
RESULTS

Elements of pup vocalizations
Postnatal days up to around day 3 and days 7-10 in mice correspond to preterm and term human infants, respectively. 28 Because we wish to model vocalization after birth, we chose postnatal days 8 and 12 for recording and analysis. We classified neonatal call types according to a system used by Scattoni and colleagues. 29 Normal pup vocal calls during maternal separation include 'complicated call types' that are made up of several sounds at different frequencies (two-syllable (Ts), frequency steps (Fs), harmonics (Ha) and composite (C) or contain more than one frequency change in a sound (complex (Cx)) and 'simple call types' that are composed of single waves (hump (H), short (Sh), downward (D), flat (F) and upward (U)). 29 Tbx1 heterozygous pups emitted significantly fewer Cx, Ts, Fs and F, compared with wild-type pups at P8; vocal calls considerably declined thereafter for wild-type pups so that the two groups were indistinguishable for any call type by P12 (Figure 1a ). Wild-type pups emitted longer Ts, Fs, Ha and C than heterozygous pups at P8 (Supplementary Figure S1a) . Wild-type pups exhibited decreased lengths of these calls by P12 so that the two genotypes no longer differed at that The mean ( ± s.e.m.) number of 10 distinct call types. Five complicated call types (red) and five simple call types (blue) are indicated as: Cx, complex; Ts, two-syllable; Fs, frequency steps; Ha, harmonics; C, composite; H, hump (a.k.a., chevron); Sh, short; D, downward; F, flat; and U, upward. Typical spectrograms are shown below each label. As homogeneity of variance was violated (Cochran's C = 0.15, Po 0.01), statistical analyses were applied to square-root transformed data. For clarity, the averages of raw data are shown. Genotype and age were used as independent factors and call types were used as a repeated factor in a three-way, one repeated measure design analysis of variance. Interaction was significant among genotype, age and call types (F(9,369) = 2.74, P = 0.0041). * and ** indicate statistically significant differences between wild-type (WT) and heterozygous (HT) pups at 5 and 1%, respectively, as determined by Newman-Keuls post-hoc comparisons. Postnatal day (P)8: WT pups, n = 8; HT pups, n = 20. P12: WT pups, n = 8; HT pups, n = 9. Partial least square discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) scores plot (b) and correlation plot (c) of P8 and P12 vocalization data. Correlation of 10 call types and four genotype/age groups with the two components is indicated within the correlation circle (c). Partial least square discriminant analysis of the number of calls revealed two components that separated pups in terms of genotype and age ( Figure 1b ). The primary component (i.e., Component 1) separated Cx, Ts, Fs, Ha, C and F from H, Sh, D and U (Figure 1c ), largely reflecting call types for which wild type and heterozygous pups did and did not differ, respectively. The second component separated Cx, C, D, F and U from Ts, Fs, Ha, H and Sh, that is all but D of the former call types declined in parallel from P8 to P12 between wild-type and heterozygous pups, but all the latter call types showed non-parallel declines (see Figure 1a) . Thus, the primary effect of this ASD risk factor is to preferentially reduce the number and duration of complicated call types, with simultaneously increased relative representation of simple call types.
Sequence structure of pup vocalization We next analyzed the sequence structure of ultrasonic calls at P8. We noticed that calls were not evenly distributed; instead, calls were clustered, creating periods of silence (Supplementary Figure  S2) . If two calls separated by a long pause were included in a sequence and counted for analysis, the actual sequence structure would be distorted; thus, we reduced inclusion of two widely separated calls in a sequence as follows. We first determined the theoretically expected distribution of inter-call intervals with a given number of calls for the 5-min test ( Figure 2a ). As expected from the smaller number of calls emitted by heterozygous pups compared with wild-type pups, the expected distribution of the heterozygous group shifted to the right relative to that of wildtype pups. We then compared these theoretical curves to the distributions of observed inter-call intervals, and quantitatively defined a call cluster, termed a 'string', as a series of calls with inter-call intervals below the intersection between the theoretical and observed distribution curves (Supplementary Table S1 and Figure 2a ). Wild-type pups and heterozygous pups emitted a statistically indistinguishable numbers of calls per string ( Figure 2b ).
Using Shannon entropy analysis, we next determined whether any sequence structure existed in call strings and, if so, at what sequence level. In the zero-order model (H[0]), we calculated entropy based on the number of call types used, and computed the average for each genotype. Tbx1 heterozygous pups had lower entropy scores than wild-type pups, reflecting a narrower call type repertoire (Figure 2c) , consistent with the finding of fewer call types used by heterozygous pups than by wild-type pups (see Figure 1a) . In the first-order model, H[1], entropy scores declined from H[0] at a similar rate in wild type and heterozygous pups, indicating that both wild type and heterozygous pups emitted some call types more frequently than others within their call repertoires. In the second-, third-and fourth-order models (H [2] to H [4] ), entropy scores further declined in both groups, indicating that pups non-randomly chose call types to emit two, three and four successive calls, respectively, within strings. Strings had lower entropy values than raw data (F(1,26) = 187.07, Po 0.0001 between Supplementary Figure S3 and Figure 2c) , validating that the string significantly reduced inclusion of nonstructural elements of inter-call intervals. A sequence structure of calls exists in normal mouse pups and Tbx1 heterozygous pups have a higher degree of non-random sequence.
To determine the predominant sequences of calls of wild type and heterozygous pups, we applied Markov modeling to the string data. We chose the two-call sequences (i.e. H [2] ) within strings, because the two genotypes differed most widely at this level among the multiple-call strings (see Figure 2c) . Wild-type pups more frequently connected complicated call types (Cx, Ts and Fs) than heterozygous pups (Figure 2d ). In contrast, heterozygous pups more frequently formed connections among simple call types (i.e., U, F, D, Sh and H) than wild-type pups. Although Cx among complicated calls served as a hub for connections with simple call types (i.e., F, D, Sh and H) in wild-type pups, D was a hub in heterozygous calls. Moreover, heterozygous pups repeated D calls, but wild-type pups did not. Thus the predominant sequences of call types are altered in this mouse model of ASD.
To further explore the structure of call sequences, we built a classifier model to determine the most important predictors among two-call combinations within strings. Using a sparse version of partial least square discriminant analysis to select and identify the most robust predictors in constructing direction vectors, we identified a seven-component model with five two-call combinations, which showed the smallest predictive error rate based on leave-one out cross validation (Supplementary Figure  S4) . The first two components accounted for most of the variance. Wild-type pup call sequences were more individually variable along the two identified components, compared with call sequences of heterozygous pups, despite the fact that all wildtype pups were littermates of heterozygous pups (Figure 2e ). Mouse pups do not develop hearing capacity until P11, 12 and deaf pups normally develop ultrasonic vocalizations. 13 Although the difference between wild type and heterozygous pups at P12 is likely to be influenced by hearing impairments in Tbx1 heterozygous mice, 30 a lack of individually variable vocal call sequencing at P8 is a very early genetically determined sign of behavioral inflexibility in this mouse model of ASD.
Functional effect of atypical pup vocalizations on maternal approach To date, the functional impact of typical and atypical call structures on the maternal behavior has not been demonstrated experimentally in mouse models of ASD. Here, we used lactating C57BL/6 J mothers 5-7 days postpartum to assess their response to the representative call sequences of Tbx1 wild type and heterozygous pups (see Supplementary Figure S5 ) on two consecutive days for 5-min testing periods (Figures 3a and  b) . 19 ,31 C57BL/6J mothers spent more time peeking into the tube in which wild calls were played back (i.e., sound tube) rather than in the tube in which no sound was emitted (no-sound tube) ( Figure 3c, WT) ; the mothers also spent more time staying at the end of the sound tube than at the end of the no-sound tube (Figure 3d , WT) and approached the sound tube more quickly than the no-sound tube (Figure 3e, WT) . Heterozygous calls did not induce such a preference for the sound tube compared with the no-sound tube in terms of any of these parameters (Figures 3c-e, HT) .
To evaluate the significance of call sequences rather than mere presence of various call types of the wild-type pup, we randomized the original sequences of the representative wildtype pup used above in 100 different ways and chose a series of sequences that least resembled the original call sequences (Supplementary Figure S6) . When the randomized wild-type sequences were presented, mothers spent more time in peeking at the sound tune than the no-sound tune (Figure 3c, rWT) . However, mothers did not show a preference for the sound tube compared with the no-sound tube in terms of time spent exploring at the end of the tubes (Figure 3d , rWT) or latency to enter the sound tube (Figure 3e, rWT) . Given that the original wildtype calls and randomized wild-type calls were identical in terms of the number of the 10 call types, inter-call intervals and their amplitude, but differ only in sequence of the various call types, our data indicate that call sequence is a more critical determinant for how much time-and how quickly-mothers approached the call source than the call wave types present. Moreover, our 35 A novel observation of our sparse version of partial least square discriminant analysis is that call sequences are remarkably less varied among individual pups of a Tbx1 mutant model of ASD compared with individual control pups (see Figure 2e ). This inflexibility can be considered very early atypicality in this mouse model of ASD. Inflexibility is considered a cardinal sign of ASD; for instance, preclinical studies have modeled this dimensional feature in memory in spontaneous alternation 25 and reversal of various learned behaviors. 36 Our analysis revealed that inflexibility appears in early neonatal call sequences, as well.
Previous studies demonstrated that sequence structures exist among various call types in other mouse models of ASD, 33, 35 and that when played back, mouse calls elicit maternal approach in inbred and other mouse strains. 19, 31, 37 The most salient aspects of our observation are that the sequence of call types is a functional determinant for maternal approach and the sequence structure is functionally disrupted in one genetic mouse model of ASD. We implemented two experimental procedures to control for factors other than the sequence structure of pup calls. First, we used C57BL/6J mothers, and these were not the dams of Tbx1 wild-type and mutant pups whose calls were analyzed and used. Thus, mothers' approach was not determined by familiarity of the pup calls, as the mother had never been exposed to wild-type and heterozygous pup calls. Second, we used a randomized wild-type call sequence to determine the functional importance of the sequence structure; this ensured that we were not simply analyzing the effect of the number, duration and amplitude of various call types and inter-call intervals of wild-type calls, as these parameters were not changed in the randomized wild-type sequence. Given that the randomized wild-type sequence was ineffective in eliciting maternal approach, this control experiment Figure S4 ) and loading plots (see Supplementary Figure S8 ). C, composite; Cx, complex; D, downward; F, flat; and U, upward; Fs, frequency steps; H, hump (a.k.a., chevron); Ha, harmonics; Sh, short; sPLS-DA, sparse version of partial least square discriminant analysis; Ts, two-syllable.
rules out the possibility that mothers approached wild-type pup calls but not heterozygous pup calls simply because the former call types were similar to her own C57BL/6J pups' calls; even when all familiar calls were used, if the sequence structure was randomized and broken, mothers did not approach such calls.
Our observation also suggested the precise aspects of maternal approach that are affected by call contents and call sequences. While mothers peeked at the sound tube more frequently than the no-sound tube when wild-type calls were presented, they also did so in response to randomized wild-type calls, but not to heterozygous calls; in contrast, wild-type calls were more efficient than heterozygous or randomized wild-type calls in terms of the time mothers spent at the end of the tube in the closest vicinity to the emitter and the latency to enter the sound tube. This dissociation suggests that the wild-type call sequence was critical for the motivational aspect of maternal approach, but not for the orienting peeking response to the sound and that the call type content, rather than their sequence, might be a trigger for an initial orienting response. The idea that call type contents are a determinant for an initial orienting response is consistent with previous studies that showed that mothers initiate approach (similar to our peeking measure) toward some artificially generated ultrasonic sounds that lack natural sequence. [38] [39] [40] However, our study cannot be compared with those previous studies due to several procedural differences. Those studies used a test apparatus in which the mother stayed with own pups in a nest, and the response was measured as departure away from her pups in a nest to explore a distant sound source; it remains unclear if such a response reflects-or includes-an alert and defensive behaviors (e.g., risk assessment and defensive threat), rather than maternal approach. More work is needed to evaluate the possibility that the call sequence and contents are determinants for motivational and orienting aspects of maternal care in other mouse models of ASD.
One methodological, and consequently interpretative, limitation of this observation is that we used a single representative mouse for each genotype to test impact on maternal approach. We objectively defined the representative call sequences as those that most closely resemble the group average as determined by the proportion of the 10 call types and by call-to-call connections. This methodological choice was needed for two reasons. First, our pilot study indicated that calls from many pups cannot be used for each mother, as mothers show a rapid habituation to calls presented (see also Hammerschmidt et al. 41 ). Second, our pilot study showed that 10 or more mothers were needed to achieve statistically reliable data, because there is a certain degree of inherent variability in approach responses among individual mothers. As our method is the only practical strategy, the same experiment should be conducted in many other mouse models of ASD to critically evaluate the validity and generality of our observation.
Pup calls are induced by maternal separation, through many inseparable intermediate factors such as a drop in body temperature and lack of contact with and smell of mother. [42] [43] [44] ASD risk genes could affect normal vocal call production by In the experimental apparatus, slits were placed on the facing walls of the tubes to prevent reverberation of sound in the open area. The bedding odor of mothers' own pups was placed at the end of both tubes. Time spent peeking at the entrance of (c), time spent at the end of (d), and latency to enter (e) the sound tube (S) and no-sound tube (nS). Both wild-type call groups used with heterozygous calls and with randomized wild-type calls were combined for analysis, as they did not differ in peeking time (P = 0.315), time spent at the end of the tubes (P = 0.125) and latency to the first entry (P = 0.930). The time spent in the sound tube and no-sound tube was significantly different at 1% (**) level, as determined by Wilcoxon signed-rank test. N = 11 C57BL/6J mothers for a pair of wild-type calls (WT) and heterozygous calls (HT) and N = 13 for a pair of the original wild-type calls and randomized wildtype calls. One HT call data point and one random WT call data point were not recorded due to malfunction of the emitter. HT, heterozygous calls; n.s., nonsignificant; rWT, randomized wild-type calls; WT, wild-type calls.
altering perception of environmental stimuli (e.g., ambient temperature and mother's presence or absence), neuronal systems for arousal, motivation and emotion, and motor production of vocalization; 9,41 phenotypic differences in body weight and neonatal vocal calls are not consistently correlated with each other, however. 34, [45] [46] [47] The precise underlying mechanisms for atypical call sequences in Tbx1 heterozygous pups remain unknown. It is, however, unlikely that Tbx1 heterozygous pups emit atypical call sequences entirely due to anatomical abnormalities. First, Tbx1 heterozygous pups, unlike homozygous pups, do not have cleft palate 30 or abnormality in the nucleus ambiguous (the origin of the vagus nerve), which controls the larynx. 48 Second, Tbx1 heterozygous pups are capable of emitting all call types with a normal pitch and amplitude, but simply emit fewer, shorter calls (see Figure 1a and Supplementary Figure S1) . A future challenge is to identify the precise mechanisms, among numerous possible factors, through which an ASD risk gene alters vocal sequences in this and other mouse models of ASD.
Postnatal days 8 and 12 correspond to the new born human baby (i.e., term infant) in terms of many developmental milestones in the brain; while pups do emit vocal calls when separated from mother at earlier postnatal days, those murine postnatal days correspond to the preterm human infant. 28 Interestingly, Tbx1 wild-type and heterozygous pups differ in their calls at P8, but not at P12. Given that the atypical call sequences found at P8 alter maternal approach, this could represent a critical period during which early atypicality in vocalizations affects the later developmental course of ASD through social communication between pups and mothers.
The precise sequence structure of various cry sounds is not well understood in humans, but human infant crying contains a graded, quantitative variation (i.e., melody) 7, 49 and acoustic characteristics are atypical in many pathological conditions. 7 In both humans and mice, crying appears without any auditory feedback. [12] [13] [14] [15] Across cultures, infant crying increases and peaks at about age 6 weeks followed by a gradual decline until 3-4 months. 7 Similarly, mouse pups increase ultrasonic vocal calls during the first week and decreases such calls thereafter. Maternal responses are also similarly affected by atypical cries in humans. Mothers negatively perceive atypical cries of incipient ASD infants and respond verbally rather than with tactile or vestibular stimulation. 16, 17 However, the precise causal role of atypical infant cries in maternal responses has been difficult to isolate in humans, as they are only one aspect of many signs babies exhibit. 7 Our data showed that functional consequences of atypical crying in human infants can be experimentally isolated and modeled in mouse pups to identify the causative functional role of atypical vocalizations in social communication in ASD and many other pathological conditions. A future challenge is to understand how different vocal sequences are processed in the brains of mothers.
A corollary of our finding is that caregivers' improved understanding of atypical vocalizations in babies with incipient ASD might be an entry point for effective therapeutic intervention. This interpretation is consistent with a clinical observation that individualized parent coaching is highly effective in improving social communication, adaptive behaviors and developmental level in children with ASD. 3 Moreover, as mothers' responses to atypical vocalizations of incipient ASD babies are likely to individually vary, 7 such variation might be one of the reasons why symptomatic severity worsens or normalizes among babies with ASD risk.
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